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1. Interactive Mapping of Archaeological Sites in Victoria: Anna Heckadon
2. Primate Antipredator Strategies: Josh D. McInnes & Monica S. Watkins
3. Monkeys in Urban Habitats: Madeleine Wrazej and Chris Deggan
4. Pathologies and Their Effects on Wild Gorilla Populations: Lindsey Marsden and Amy Morris
5. The applicability of estimating sex from the metacarpals and first proximal phalanges: Mariel Finnegan-Klein
6. Whaling Practices in the Arctic and Social Structure Variability: Michelle Smits
7. Dark Woods: Illegal Logging and Conflict Timber in Cambodia: Mikaila Hogan
8. Experimental Archaeology: Making Bread from Birka: Melanie Heizer
9. Heritage Archaeology and Digital Documentation: Melanie Heizer
10. Life and Death in Medieval Iceland: Tina Edwards, Katharine Brynjolfson, and Danielle Fluegel
11. Victoria’s Jewish Pioneer: Ryon Ready
12. Examining the development of the femoral neck angle during growth in two forager samples: Celia Mason
13. The Impact of Climate Change on Food Security of Indigenous Peoples on the West Coast of Canada and New Zealand: Tami Schiefelbein